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Descriptive Summary

Title: Darrell D. erotica collection
Dates: circa 1963-circa 1970s
Collection Number: 1996-48
Creator/Collector: 
Extent: .25 linear feet (one half-size manuscript box)
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: Darrell D. is the pseudonym of a gay man who kept a small collection of brochures and advertisements for erotic books, magazines, photo sets, and novelties. Materials are dated with the month and year that D. received them.

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research. The erotica in this collection may only be viewed by researchers age eighteen and over and it is made available for educational and research purposes. Erotica may include content and themes out of line with contemporary values, whether those are general community values, the archives’, or researchers’ own. Researchers are responsible for gauging their own ability to work with this material and they are responsible for any use of the material.

Preferred Citation
Darrell D. erotica collection. GLBT Historical Society

Scope and Content of Collection
Darrell D. is the pseudonym of a gay man who kept a small collection of brochures and advertisements for erotic books, magazines, photo sets, and novelties. Materials are dated with the month and year that D. received them.